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Abstract. To every input string of a two-way automaton one associates a quadruple of partial 
functions (or relations) between the states. This quadruple describes the behavior of the automaton 
on that input, and can also be used to formulate acceptance, or notions like the crossing sequence. 
Formulas are given that show how two such quadruples are combined (“multiplied**) as their 
corresponding input strings are concatenated. 
1. Introduction and definitions 
At first sight one might believe that two-way finite automata have more power 
(regarding recognition of formal languages) than one-way finite automata. However 
Rabin [7] proved in 1957 that both c’rasses of automata have the same recognition 
power (see also Rabin and Scott [S]). Shepherdson [9] in 1959 found another, very 
interesting proof of that fact (and he makes further observations: e.g. although the 
recognition power is not increased in going from one-way to two-way automata, 
the input-output computation power does increase). 
Two-way finite automata have not been studied much by finite-automata nd 
semigroup theorists (with a few exceptions, like Pecuchet [6]). One of the goals of 
this and the next paper [2] is to give further evidence that two-way automata can 
have a rich theory, which involves algebra, formal languages, combinatorial semi- 
group theory, etc. 
This paper focusses on the algebraic (semigroup) approach to two-way automata= 
To every input string we associate a quadruple of partial functions (or relations) 
between the states. The main result of the paper consists in formulas that show how 
two such quadruples are combined (“multiplied”) as their corresponding inputs are 
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concatenated. This enables one to associate a semigroup to a two-way automaton. 
This semigroup construction is then generalized independently of two-way automata. 
We conclude with a list of research questions. 
The next paper [2] will elaborate on J.P. Pecuchet’s tudy [6] of computations 
of a two-way automaton. 
1.1. De#nitions 
The following model of a two-way automaton isused: it is a structure (0, Q, 2, l ), 
where C is the alphabet of input letters, and Q = 0 u Q is the set of states, where 
0 is the set of right-moving states and Q is the set of lefi-moving states. (So in this 
model the current state determines the possible direction(s) that the reading head 
will take in the next move.) The next-state operation “ 0” is a function or a relation 
(q,a)EQxZ+q*acQ (where Q=QuQ). 
Nondeterminism arises when l is not a function, and also when Q n Q # 0. This 
will be discussed later in this section. 
A current con$guration of a two-way automaton is a string 
191.. . Qiqtli+l . . . a,, E Z*QX*, 
where a 1 . . . il$li+l . . . a, is the input string, and q is the current state E Q u 0, with 
the reading head positioned between cells i and i+ I of the tape. 
A rtext configuration is obtained from the current configuration a1 . . . aiqai+l. . . a, 
as follows: 
- If the current state q belongs to Q then the head moves right and the input letter 
ai+l is read. The new state q’ is any element of q l tli+l (or q’ = q l ai+l if . is a 
function), and the reading head will position itself between cells i+l and i + 2. 
SO the next configuration is a, . . . aiai+lq’ai+2. . . a,. 
- If the current staLd q belongs to Q then the head moves left and reads ai, and 
the new state q” belongs to q l ai. The reading head places itself between cells 
i - 1 and i and the new configuration is then a, . . . a,_ltfaiai+l. . . a,. 
A two-way computation is a finite sequence of configurations of the two-way 
automaton in which each one is obtained from the previous one by application of 
the next-state relation. When the reading head moves off the tape the next state is 
undefined, and the computation stops. 
emarks. The model of a two-way automaton used in this paper differs slightly 
from the one used in most of the literature (e.g. [4, 8, 91). One can easily convert 
one model into the other. Each computation step in one model will be simulated 
by up to three steps in the other model (those three moves might be needed to 
inspect he two letters urrounding the reading-head position). The number of states 
increases linearly. 
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1.2. Nondeterminism and two-way automata 
Nondeterminism means that the present configuration does not uniquely deter- 
mine the next configuration. In two-way automata there are two reasons why this 
could happen: 
(1) Certain states could be both left-moving and right-moving: Q A Q # 4). 
(2) The next-state operation l is a relation which is not a function. 
By simple constructions each cause of nondeterminism can be removed, possibly 
at the expense of introducing the other one: 
(I) Replace QO = Q n Q by two new disjoint copies QO and &, and let the new 
state set be ( Q - Q,-,) v QO (right-moving) and ( Q - QO) v QO (left-moving). Redefine 
Lb. 99 in the obvious way. Now no state is both left and right moving anymore. But 
the state duplication (from QO to QO u QO) may have turned l into a relation which 
is not a function (the other form of non-determinism). 
(2) The next-state operation can be made a function via the well-known subset 
construction (see, e.g., f8], or [3, Vol. A]), which consists of choosing as state-set 
all those subsets of Q that are reachable from singletons or (inductively) from other 
reachable subsets. The operation l is defined on a set by: 
{q&I}-a=Uqi-a. 
iel 
The new right-moving states are sets P c Q such that P n 0 # (3, and similarly, the 
new left-moving states are sets P’c Q with P’n 0 # 0. Notice that now we might 
have sets P such that P n 0 # 4) and P n 0 # 0, i.e., P is now both right and left 
moving (even if 0 n 0 = 0); so removing the first cause of nondeterminism can 
introduce the second one. 
Finally, one could combine these two constructions into, what we will call, a 
“subset construction for two-way automata”. First, do the first construction, so that 
now we can assume Q n 0 = 0. Next, apply the second construction to Q and Q 
separately (so the new state set will be a subset of 2Q u 2Q). Then: 
Fact. By applying the “subset construction for two-way automata” pi’; obtain a two-way 
automaton (Q’, @, 2, l ) satisfying: 
(1) @n @= 0. 
(2) For all q E @v @, w E C+ we have: either q l w E @u 0’ (just one next state), 
or q 9 w is of the form {Q, , t&) where & E & & E 0’ (a set of two next states, 
moving in di$eren t directions). 
In the following section **;e will define “global transitions” (which are relations 
between states). The main impedance of the above “subset construction” is that it 
turns the global transition relations into partial functions. 
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2. Global traasitiom 
The behavior of 
J. 4’. Bit-get 
maps 
automata is only given (as far as the definition goes) on a 
letter-by-letter basis. In .e following a structure is obtained which is Jinite, but 
which represents the effects of input wor& (not just input letters, hence the term 
“global”). 
In the case of one-way finite automata this approach is well known, and enables 
one to associate afinite transition semigroup to the tautomaton, describing the action 
of input words on the states. For more details about the semigrcup of a one-way 
automaton see e.g. [ 1,3, S]. 
Let us study how a two-way automaton processes a word w E Z+. For the time 
being we assume that the automaton is deterministic; the nondeterministic case can 
be handled similarly and is considered at the end of this section. 
We assume first that the input w is on the tape with the reading head positioned 
at the left end of w; assume also that the automaton is in a right-moving state 4 E 0 
(otherwise the next move is undefined). 
Three cases can occur: 
(1) The reading head eventually exits from w on the right end. 
(2) The reading head eventually exits from w on the left end (i.e., on the same 
side as it entered, without necessarily having visited every square occupied by w 
on the tape). 
(3) The reading head never exits from w. In the deterministic ase this implies 
either that the next state is not always defined, or that 
head comes back to a previously occupied position 
(from that moment on the computation is cyclic). 
at some moment he reading 
while it is in the same state 
The left-to-right map of w is the partial function 
follows: to GE 0 we associate the state a’~ 0 which 
head exits from w on the right (assuming we started 
4). Then we write 4’= (4)[-, w+] (we apply functions 
If the reading head does not exit from w on the right 
[-, w+] : 0 --‘* 0, defined as 
is reached when the reading 
on the left end of w in state 
to the right of the argument). 
side (or does not exit at all), 
then (i)[+w+] is undefined. So the domain of [--w-l is the set of those states 4 
in 0 that lead to a case-l behavior when one starts in 4’ on the left end of w. See 
Fig. 1. 
The Zeft-to-left map of w is the partial function [SW] : 0 -+ 0, defined as follows: 
to t E 0 we associate the state gc” E0 which is reached when the reading head exits 
from w on the left (assuming we started on the left end of w, in state Q). Then we 
write (Q)[c=w] = gel. If the reading head does not exit from w on the left (or does 
not exit at all), then (t)[* w] is not defined. So the domain of [ew] is the set of 
states 4 of 0 that lead to a case-2 behavior. See Fig. 2. 
The strict left-to-left map [strict * w] on input w is defined by: q = ($[strict =_* w] 
iff there exists a left-to-left computation on w (starting in state 4 and ending in 
state $‘) with the additional requirement hat w be entirely read during that 
computation. The graph of [st ~-3~1 is a subset of the graph of [e w]. 
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Fig. 2. Left-to-left computation with (Q)[e w] = @“. 
The ranges of [+w+] and [@WI are respectively contained in 0 and 0. In the 
deterministic ase 0 n 0 = 0 so the ranges will be disjoint. 
The domains of [-+w+] and [ew] both are contained in 0. In the deterministic 
case the domains will nevertheless be disjoint, because if one starts in a certain 
state 0 on the left end of w the behavior is uniquely determined (so it can only 
correspond to one of the cases 1, 2, 3). Therefore, we have this fact. 
Fact. In a deterministic two-way automaton: Dom[+ w-1 n Dom[ $ w] = 0. 
One also has to consider computations on w that start on the right end of w. This 
leads to the partial functions [ +W t-1 : Q c + 0 (the right-to-left map), [w*] : 0 + 0 
(the right-to-right map), and [s rict ~4 : d + O= 
Again we have the following fact. 
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Fact. In a deterministic two-way automaton : Dom[+w+] n Dom[ we] = Qb. 
The quadruple of maps ([+w+], [SW], [w&J, [+w+]) will be denoted by [w]. 
Case of nondeterministic two-way automata: The global transitions [+w+], 
[ew], [w*], [+w+], [strict ew], [strict we] can be defined in exactly the same 
way as above, but now they are relations rather than partial functions. However: 
Fact. If the subset construction for two-way automata (Section 1) is upplied (so we 
can assume 0 n 0 = 0, and for ali w E. C+: q l w n 0 is empty or one state, and similarly 
forq- wn@ wehave 
b-3, Pwl, tw4, [-+I, [strict *WI, [strict we] 
are partial functions. 
(Indeed, for example, (q)[+ w+] will in general be a subset of 0, but by the 
subset construction such a subset is turned into a single state.) 
But one difference between nondeterminism and determinism remains: the facts 
Dom[+w-*] n Dom[*w] = 0 and Dom[+w+] n Dom[ we] = 0 only hold in the 
deterministic ase. 
Historic remark. The map [wtr] was introduced by John Shepherdson in 1959 [9], 
in the notation T,,,. He proved that, if q,,, is the state reached by the two-way automaton 
when it leaves w on the right (starting on the left in the start state q,-,), then (qw, 7,) 
determines the Nerode congruence class of w. It follows that the language recognized 
by the two-way automaton is finite-state: since there are at most (loI+ 1) l (loi+ l)‘“! 
elements of the form ((i)[-+ w-1, [ ws]) (the “+l” accounts for the “partialness”), 
the Nerode right-congruence is of finite index. Good references are Shepherdson’s 
original paper [9] (which is interesting and quite readable) and for a complete 
proof, see [3, Vol. A, pp. 284-2861 (misprint on p. 285; it should read: 
p(s+) = {q 1 (s, l)lcl = (s, 1) etc. . . .). 
A different proof idea based on crossing sequences appeared in 1979 [4]. 
The relations [-*u+], [*u], [us], [ +u+], along with similar relations, also 
appear within some proofs of Pecuchet [6] (in a different notation). 
Shepherdson [9] also mentions that the Myhill congruence of w is determined 
by the map, which in our notation would be [-+w+] u [ew] u [ w+l u [c-w+] 
(the union u of functions is defined by the union of their graphs). This is indeed 
a function here (not just a relation) because of the disjointness of all the domains 
(Shepherdson only considers the deterministic ase); from these it follows (since 
[-,w~]u[~w]u[w~$Ju[+-w+] determines [w]) that the set {[w]lw~Z+} has 
cardinality < (loI+ l)lo! In the nondeterministic use the above union of maps 
would only be a relation (even with the subset construction). For that reason and, 
above all, to obtain the formulas of the next section, it is better to separate the four 
subfunctions and consider the quadruples. 
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2.1. A two-way automaton as an acceptor 
A two-way automaton (deterministic or nondeterministic) can accept languages: 
one has to fix a “direction” of acceptance, a start state, and accept states. Four 
cases, at least, arise: 
(1) Left-to-right acceptance (this is the usual model). One fixes a start state &E 0, 
and accept states F c 0; the language accepted is {u E C+ 1 (t&)[+u+] n F z 8). 
(2) Rig/r t-to-lefi acceptance; fix &E 0, FE 0; the language is {u E E+I 
(&)[ +u+] n F # 0). 
(3) Left-to-lest acceptance; fix &E 0, F c 0. Two languages can be defined: first, 
the larlguage {u E Z” 1 (&)[*u] n F # O}, and second (strict left-to-left acceptance), 
the language {u E JZ+i (&)[*u] E F, and u is entirely read during some accepting 
computation}, which is equal to {u E C+ I (&J[strict eu] n F f 0). 
(4) Right-to-right acceptance: similar to left-to-left. 
For each of the above languages one can define the syntactic semigroup of the 
language (see, e.g., [3] or [ 51). 
Fact. Let S be the syntactic semigroup of any of the above languages. Then S is a 
homomorphic image of the semigroup of the two-way automaton (dejined in the next 
section-using quadruples, respectively sixtuples, of reiations). Hence, all the above 
languages are finite-state. 
2.2. Crossing maps, crossing sequences 
The notion of a “crossing sequence” is important in Turing-machine-based compu- 
tational complexity. It is also important for two-way automata nd it can be expressed 
using the global transition maps. 
Definition. Suppose the input word on the tape is factored into two words u and 
v E C+ (so the input is uv) and suppose the reading head is positioned exactly 
between u and v, in state q. Then the sequence of states tblt are reached when the 
reading head comes back repeatedly to that position, while crossing over from v 
into u or from u into v, is called the crossing sequence (for the given input uv, 
factored as u, v, and beginning state q). 
If we begin in a state ej E i), and we consider only the states when the head crosses 
over from u into ZJ (in d), we obtain the left-to-right crossing sequence. Similarly 
one defines the right-to-left crossing sequence. 
act. For a deterministic two-way automaton we have: The left-to-right crossing 
sequence or: input uv uactored as u, v), beginning in state Q 6~ 0) is 
ij9 (Q)[*v][ue], (ij~([*v][?pFq2,. . . , (y’)([ev][U*]yf..  
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The right-to-left crossing sequence, with beginning state q E 0 is 
q, (4’)[u*1[-1, w(b*1c~~1)‘, * l l 9 (?m4[*ak, l l l 
In the nondeterministic case a crossing sequence is made of states chosen from these 
successive s ts. 
So the two partial maps (or relations) [*v][u*] and [u&J[ev] determine these 
two crossing sequences, and are accordingly called left-to-right crossing map, respec- 
tively right- to-left crossing map. 
3. Composition of quadruples of global transition maps 
Theorem (Concatenation of inputs in a twc-way automaton). For a two-way (deter- 
ministic or nondeterministic) automaton and input words u, v E Z+, the quadruple [uv] 
is determined by [u] and [ v] as follows: 
[+uv+] =[wi-+]([*v][u*])*[~v+], 
[Ftuv] = [a] v [+u+]([*v][u*])*[~v][+-u~], 
[et@] = [v*]v [+v+]([u*][*v])*[u*][~v+], 
[+uv+] =[+v+]([u-_][*v])*[+u+]. 
Moreover, 
ct*uv] = [~uj](C~v][u~])*Cstrict~v]~~u~]C~v])*[cu~], 
[strict uv*] = Ctvcl([u~][~v])“Cst~~ct udJ([*v][u*])*[+v+]. 
Notation. Functions and relations are written to the right of the argument, and 
composed in left-to-right order. Composition is denoted by juxtaposition. The star * 
denotes the reflexive-transitive closure; we will use the fact that if R is a relation 
then R*= UnaO R”, where R” is the composition of n instances of R. The union 
of two functions or relations is defined by the union of their graphs. 
The reflexive-transitive closure of a partial function (in the deterministic ase) 
yields a relation. Nevertheless the above formulas return partial functions for 
[+uv*] etc. in the deterministic ase. 
The formulas also hold if the number of states is infinite. 
emark. Similar formulas as in the above theorem will occur in paper [2], concerning 
the algebraic study of two-way computations. 
roof. The proofs of the six formulas are very similar, and we will only prove the 
first one. More precisely, we will show that for all i, Q’E 0: 
lj’ E (~)[+uv+] iff G’E (Q)[-+u+]([*v][uT~])*[+v+]. 
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(The automaton is allowed to be nondeterministic.) 
(*): Assume $E (Q)[+uu+]. This means that there exists a computation of 
the two-way automaton, beginning with state 4 on the left end of uq and ending 
in state Q’ at the right end of uv. This computation will have the form indicated in 
Fig. 3. From Fig. 3 one sees that 
qE (Q)[-)u+]([*v][U*])k[ +v+ c (lj)[+u-*]([F?v][u*])*[+v+]. 
The details are straightforward. 
(e): Assume G’E (~)[+u-+]([stv][u~])*[+v~]. Since 
([*v][ z&I)* = lJ ([*v][ u& 
iSO 
there exists k 3 0 such that +E (~)[+u+]([~v][u~])~[+v-1. 
Then (by the definition of the composition of relations) there exists a sequence 
of states $0, hL &,i&, l l l , &, & and a computation like that of Fig. 3. This 
means (by the definition of [+uv+]) that G’E (G)[+uv+]. U 
Since the formulas of the theorem show that the quadruple of transition maps 
(or relations) [uv] is determined by [u] and [v], we can introduce a binary operation 
on the set {[w] 1 w E Z’} by defining [u][ v] to be [ uv]. 
This operation is of course associative, since both [u]([v][ w]) and ([ u][v])[w] 
are equal to [uvw]. Hence we have this fact. 
Fact. The set of quadruples of global transitions ([w] 1 w E 2’) obtainedfiom a two-way 
automaton is a semigroup, under the multiplication [u][v] = [uv] (given by theformulas 
of the theorem). 
u V 
























Fig. 3. A left-to-right computation on uu. 
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This semigroup will be called the semigroup of the two-way automaton. 
One can also define another semigroup for the two-way automaton by using 
sixtuples ([-W-+1, [*u], [strict c +W], [strict u*], [ut’], [+u+]) as u ranges over 
C+. This semigroup covers all modes of acceptance. 
4. The %vo-way multiplication” of quadruples of functions (or relations) 
In this section we show how the multiplication formulas of the theorem of Section 
3 can be generalized in an abstract way, without explicitly referring to two-way 
automata nymore. 
Let Q be a set which is subdivided into two subsets Q1 and @. So Q = Qn v Q2. 
(We do not assume at this point that Q1 n Q2 = 0.) 
We will consider quadruples ( fi 1, fiz , fzl, fzt) = [fl of relations or partial functions 
whose domains and ranges are subsets of Q, or Q2, as shown in the diagram: 
Definition. If [fl and [g] are two such quadruples, then their two-way product 
cnki = wm11 9 umi)12, utki)21 s (uxgi)22), 
is defined by 
uxgi)21 = g21 u g22 l (_h l g,,)* l h l g,, 9 
([n[gi)22 = 8 2 . (ii1 . g12)* lfi2. 
Again, partial functions and relations are composed from left to right; functional 
and relational composition is denoted by 9. The star * denotes reflexive-transitive 
closure. The union u of relations or partial functions is defined by the union of 
their graphs. 
The above formulas can be represented by the following useful pictures (Figs. 4 
and 5). These pictures really are automata recognizing the formulas (the formulas 
themselves being described by regular expressions). 
The figures for uxgi)21 and uxs3)22 would be symmetric to the ones for 
mmih2 and umll. 






The figures are interpreted as follows: for example, in the figure for ([fl[g])12 
one follows the path (arrows) while composing the relations encountered (in the 
diagrams for [fJ respectively [g]); at the branch points 
one follows both paths from that point on, and takes the union (u) of the relations 
obtained so far. So in the case of ([sJ[g])12 one would read the figure as 
which is 
Using 
h-2 ufr, ’ g12 l K242, l g12 l u22vf21 l g12 l (= l l l - 31, 
indeed equal to 
h24lg*2u2lgl2)*f22 (=_fi241(812M*gaf22). 
these pictorial representations one can prove the following proposition. 
Proposition. The two-way multiplication ofquadruples of relations or partial functions 
is associative: [fl([g][ h]) = ([fJ[g])[ h]. 
roof. One can imagine that a complete computational proof would be tedious. 
However, using the $ctorial representations it becomes obvious. 
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For example, one can verify easily that the 
wlrgl)C hl) 11 are both equivalent o the one in 
immediately that 
Ullkl[~lhl = WIMWh 
can be expressed e.g. by the regular expression 
pictures for Ul(M~~lh~ and 
Fig. 6. From the figure one reads 
fil((gl~*)*gll((hl*g*~j*u l (g**hlZ)*g221;*(glZf2*)*811)*)+ l hl l 
The picture represents the unique minimum automaton recognizing the various 
equivalent regular expressions for 
wlcgl)c~l)11= w-l([glc~l))11 l 
The picture for KM.gltWh2 = WlMN?d) 12 isas shown in Fig. 7. Associativity 
in the other components (namely 21,22) is proved in a symmetric way. q 
Remark. As for two-way automata, one could use sixtuples of relations or partial 
functions, of the form (fil , fi2, strictfi2, strictf,, , fil, f22), where strictfi2 and 
strictf21, are any relations or partial functions such that strictf21 sfiz and strict f21 s 
f& (“G” refers to the inclusion of the graphs). The following formulas would then 
define the product of sixtuples in the strict coordinate (see also Fig. 8): 
(stw?kh2 =hlk*2h1)*w~icf &2wh12)*h2, 
ww&~2l= ~226f219*2)*(st~icts*~(g12f21)*g~* l 
Associativity of the multiplication of sixtuples is shown by using the following 
picture for (strict f( gh j) 12 = (strict (fg jh j 12 (and similarly one could deal with the 
strict-21 coordinate); see Fig. 9). 
Fig. 6. Representation of ([fl[ g][ h]), , . 
Fig. 7. Representation of ([fl[ g][ h]), *. 
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Fig. g. Picture (automaton) for the formula of (strict fg),* (here the wavy arrow represents strict &. 
Fig. 9. Picture (automaton) for the formula for (strict f (gh)),* = (strict (fg)h),, (here the wavy arrow 
represents strict h,,;. 
Let us now deal with the special but important case of quadruples of partial 
functions (not just relations). This is analogous to determinism in two-way automata. 
We will make the following additional two assumptions: 
(I) Q1c4~=0, and 
(2) the quadruples of partial functions [fl = (f f f f ) 11, 12, 21, 22 un d er consideration 
satisfy the domain conditions: 
Domf,, n Domfiz = 0, and Dom f21 n Dom f22 = 0. 
We can then prove the following proposition. 
Proposition. If Q1 n Q2 = 0, and if [fl and [g] are quadruples of partial functions 
both satisfying the two domain conditions, then [fl[g] is also a quadruple of partial 
functions ( not just relations) satisfying the domain conditions. 
Proof. Let us consider the case of ( [fl[g]),2 (the other cases are similar). By 
definition, 
Kmgl)12 =fiza l (s*i l f2*)* ’ g12 $2 
=h2 dll ’ g12 l (f21 l g,,)” *A?2 l 
By the domain conditions, the relations f12 and filg12( fzlg,2)*f22 have disjoint 
domains; hence their union will be a partial function, provided 
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$I1 l g12 l (& l g12)* l fi2 is a partial function. For this to hold we only have to prove 
that (fil l g12)* l f22 is a partial function. 
We have 
(h1 l g12)* ‘h2 = u (fil l g12Y l f22 0 
k30 
It is enough to show that for every q2 E Q2 there exists at most one k 2 0 such that 
(q2Kti1 l g12)k 322 f 0. 
If for 41 ka 0 we have (q2)(& l g12)k l h2 = 0, then (q2)(fz1 l g12)* l h2 = 0. 
If for some k a 0 we have ( q2)(fz1 - g12)k l f22 # 0, then let 
So (q2)(j& l g,2)h E Domh2. Hence, by the domain condition, (q2)cf2* l g12)h l fil = 0, 
from which it follows that for all k > h: ( q2)(fil l g12)k = 0. 
But we also have, for all k c h, ( q2)($21 l g,2)k l f22 = 0, by the very definition of 
h. It follows that 
(42uil l g12)” ’ f22 = (q2Kf21 l g12)h l h2* 
This shows that ([fl[g]) 12 is a partial function. To show that [fl[g] satisfies the 
domain conditions, e.g. 
Doma AM)1 1 n D~m(Cfl[g33*2 = 0, 
remark that 
and 
Donw-lrgl)l2 = Domfi2u Domfit(g12h1)*g12f22 
s Domf12u DomMg12f2J*h2~ 
But Dom f, 1 n Dom fi2 = 0, and also 
Hence we obtain 
DoaflC93) 11 n D0~uik1)*2 
C DomWll :lh n (Domh2u DomMg12fi1)*g12) =0- Cl 
A pair of sets ( Q1, Q2) together with a semigroup ofquadruples of partial 
functions (or relations), as we described them, forms an algebraic structure, that I 
call “two-Mpay transfirmation (or relation) semigroup”. It generalizes both left and 
right transformation semigroups. 
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5. Questions and Research problems 
(a) What is the relation between a two-way automaton and itsfinite control (which 
is a one-way automaton)? P&uchet gives an interesting answer in [6], from the 
formal-language approach (see also [2]), but there is probably even more to find out. 
(b) Which algebraic structure(s) correspond closely to two-way automata? A 
up by itself is not suitable: a semigroup determines only a deterministic 
one-way automaton in a natural manner. 
In this paper we associated a “two-way transformation (or relation) semigroup” 
to a two-way automaton; conversely, a two-way transformation (or relation) semi- 
group determines a two-way automaton. From what other structures can one con- 
struct * wo-way automata? 
(c) study two-way transformation (or relation) semigroups algebraically. In 
particular, study full two-way transformation semigroups 
Domf,,nDom&= 0, and Domj& n Domf,, = 0}, 
where Q1, Q2 are two fixed disjoint sets, and PF(A 3 B) denotes the set of all 
partial functions from the set A to the set B. 
What are the Green relations, idempotents, regular elements, subgroups, and the 
semigroup complexity (depending on 1 Qll and 1 @I)? 
(d) Find a “general” construction (e.g., a functor, in the category sense) that 
turns a nondeterministic two-way (finite) automaton (or a non-det. one-way 
automaton, for that matter) into a deterministic two-way automaton, without going 
all the way to deterministic one-way automata. 
Suppose L is a regular language, given by a two-way finite automaton, and let h 
be a homomorphism. Find a two-way automaton (deterministic or nondeterministic) 
accepting h(L), again without going all the way to one-way automata. 
Could all this be impossible, in some sense? 
(e) Find general constructions for “minimal” (to be defined) two-way autonata 
for a regular language. Again, maybe there is no such “general” (e.g., functorial) 
construction. 
(f) At the end of Section 2 it was mentioned that the semigroup of a two-way 
finite automaton (accepting a regular language L) maps homomorphically onto the 
syntactic semigroup of L. 
What special properties does this morphism have (especially in the case where 
the two-way automaton is “minimal”)? (Question of Stuart Margolis.) 
(g) Find decomposition theorems (like the Krohn-Rhodes theorem) that apply 
directly to two-way automata (and two-way transformation semigroups). 
product of two-way automata corresponds to the wreath-product of one-way 
automata (and transformation semigroups) ? 
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